Abstract—Classroom reading primarily involves reading to learn or reading that centers on topics, whereas workplace reading primarily involves reading to do or reading that specifies actions. Redish discusses her development of "reading to learn to do" materials or tutorials that help users both to use a program and to learn. Her comparison to the research of Carroll and colleagues and her guidelines for developing effective tutorials provide help for the technical communicator's design of tutorials and implications for the educator's design of assignments.

IN THE LATE 1970s, Tom Sticht and his colleagues, studying literacy problems in the Army and Navy, found it useful to distinguish two types of reading tasks, which they called reading to do and reading to learn. [1, 2] When reading to do, the reader's primary goal is to extract information for immediate action. As Sticht says, "once located and applied, the information can be forgotten. Because the information is stored in the book, it does not have to be 'stored in the head'; it can simply be looked up if needed again." [3] Reading to do materials include instructions for installing, operating, and maintaining equipment; decision memos; employee benefits handbooks and insurance policies; and forms to be filled out.

By contrast, when reading to learn, the reader’s primary goal is to absorb information for future recall. As Sticht says, in a reading to learn task, readers employ various study strategies to extract and retain information "in the head." Reading to learn materials include textbooks, journal articles, and essays. [4]

Sticht and his colleagues found that students in school spend most of their time reading to learn while workers on the job spend most of their time reading to do. Other research in industrial settings has confirmed both the value of distinguishing between reading to learn and reading to do and the fact that most workers, most of the time, read to do. Mikulecky’s research in schools and in industrial settings [5] strongly supports Sticht. Sticht’s and Mikulecky’s conclusions are that only 15 percent of what students read in school is reading to do. On the job, the situation is reversed: only 15 percent is reading to learn.

The projects that my colleagues and I have been doing at the Document Design Center for the last 10 years further confirm Sticht’s and Mikulecky’s findings. Helping writers in a variety of businesses and government agencies, we have seen that people at work read to do far more often than they read to learn. Moreover, people in their daily lives read to do far more often than they read to learn. As we discovered in a series of studies in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the documents that are critical to people in the course of their lives are action documents—from income tax forms to college loan applications to the instructions for putting together a VCR. [6]

These findings about two types of reading would be interesting but not terribly important if it weren’t for two other points:

- Students aren’t learning how to work with reading to do materials.
- Students aren’t learning how to write so that others can read to do.

Many writers in the workplace do not appreciate the distinction. They are used to seeing reading to learn materials, and, therefore, they write as if their readers are reading to learn when they should be writing for readers who are reading to do. They write descriptions when people need instructions for immediate action.

Compare, for example, the two sets of passages in figure 1.

The major difference between the before and after in each set of passages is that the first talks about the topic, the second specifies actions. The first is based on a reading to learn model, the second on a reading to do model. Most of our work is helping companies turn material that was written like a textbook into material that works for busy people who are trying to get a job done.

DEVELOPING READING TO DO MATERIALS

Reading to do materials are relatively easy to develop when the problem domain is simple. For example, if the problem is to set up your new computer, the best documentation is a step-by-step manual that gives a series of pictures and instructions, as in figure 2. [7]

Although more research is needed, extensive work has been done on how to construct an effective job performance aid. (See reference 8 for a review.) My group and others have shown how to design and write effective workplace documents like insurance policies, regulations, employee benefits handbooks, and instructional manuals. [9-12]

But what should we do when the problem domain is not clear
A tutorial should help users to

- Gain a basic understanding of the concepts and structures of the program
- Become comfortable with the program so that they will want to continue to use it and be satisfied with it
- Be able to perform basic, relevant tasks with the program after using the tutorial
- Transfer what they have learned from the examples in the tutorial to other situations that were not directly covered in the tutorial

Users should do the tutorial and also learn from it, not to recite procedures or describe the system afterwards, but to do their own tasks effectively and efficiently with little or no later help.

How should we construct a tutorial so that users can learn to do? Relevant research in this area has been conducted by John Carroll and associates at IBM’s Watson Research Center [13–18] and by Davida Charney and Lynne Reder at Carnegie-Mellon University. [19–21] I’d like to discuss some of their findings and add to them from our work at the American Institutes for Research (AIR), where we develop tutorials in our Document Design Center and test tutorials in our Usability Test Laboratory.

The research has shown that treating “reading to learn to do” materials like traditional reading to learn textbooks doesn’t work. Tutorial users will not read long prose passages, advanced organizers, or prose summaries. Although we want them to understand the concepts and structures of the program, we have to build that knowledge through their use of the product, not by giving them pages and pages to read. Furthermore, tutorial users want to accomplish realistic workplace tasks. Giving users “drill and practice” on basic system-driven skills without the context of a realistic task often leads to unhappy and unsuccessful users. [18] That is, users want to learn how to edit a paragraph not how to move the cursor to the top of the screen. They can learn about moving the cursor while learning how to edit a paragraph.

The research has also shown that treating “reading to learn to do” materials like traditional reading to do job aids doesn’t work either. When tutorial users just follow the procedural steps without understanding why they are doing them, they may succeed in completing the tutorial and then be unable to recall the procedures later or transfer them to other situations. In fact, in a recent study of tutorials for a spreadsheet program, Charney and Reder found that learners who just typed what they were told learned no more than learners who just read through the tutorial and examples. [21]

On the one hand, tutorial users are similar in many ways to readers of reading to learn materials. The user is an ac-
tive learner who brings his or her own goals, strategies, and schemas to the tutorial. That is, the top-down view of reading and readers is as applicable to computer tutorials as it is to textbooks. Carroll and Mack found that tutorial users create hypotheses about what is happening as they go along, and they act on the basis of their hypotheses, sometimes refusing to accept the text or screen when it contradicts their current hypothesis. [14]

On the other hand, the user of a computer tutorial is also similar in many ways to the user of reading to do materials. Users are invariably busy people. The computer is a tool for them. Their job is to produce work, not to read computer manuals. Therefore, when doing a computer tutorial, users want to do relevant work right away. They will bypass paragraphs of text. Carroll also found that his subjects acted as soon as they saw anything about an action—even if it was in an introductory prose section. [13]

In a series of studies of novice computer users learning a word processing program, Carroll’s group at IBM [13] found that learners:

- Are easily overwhelmed
- “Jump the gun” to act
- Skip around to work on what is important to them
- Create hypotheses and act on them rather than reading and following directions
- Sometimes ignore the screen when following a tutorial step-by-step
- Make errors and have trouble recovering from them
- Want to do real work and want to understand why as they proceed

In working with users as we develop and test tutorials at AIR, we have found many of the same characteristics of learners as Carroll did. From our work, the most critical factors seem to be that learners

- Do not want to read
- Want to accomplish something relevant quickly
- Want to be actively involved in the learning
- Want to understand why and what they are doing

We have also found that there are two types of learners: those who want to play with the program and who are happy to try out their own examples, and those who want to have their hands held and who are only comfortable when we give them specific examples to use. Furthermore, we have found that we cannot assume that learners know what they want to do. Many computer products offer possibilities beyond the limits of the problem domain as the user defines it before using the product. That is, with a computer product, we are often trying to give users new ways to do old tasks (typing a letter, for example) and we are also introducing them to new tasks—options that they didn’t even know they had (changing the type size in a heading, for example). An important aspect of tutorials may be to expand the user’s task domain.

Carroll’s recommendations for meeting the needs of computer learners are to give the users “training wheels” and to create “minimal manuals.” By training wheels, Carroll means a real but simpler system for the user to learn on. You can do this by having only parts of the product available to the user for the tutorial. In that way, new users can work with the relevant parts of the actual product without getting hopelessly lost when they make a mistake. By minimal manual, Carroll means “slashing the verbiage,” eliminating all repetition, summaries, reviews, practice exercises, indexes, and appendixes. He also means making sure that the approach is task-oriented (the hallmark of good reading to do materials) and that the tutorial includes error recovery procedures.

In his early studies, Carroll advocated a guided exploration approach. [15] For the guided exploration, Carroll and his associates developed a set of cards that were truly minimal. Each presented a relevant user’s task, gave the user a few hints about starting the task, included some checkpoints so the user would know if he or she was on track, and included information about error recovery. In a comparison test with the original, commercial manual, users who learned with Carroll’s cards spent half as much time in learning, committed half as many errors, recovered more often from their errors, and did much better in transferring the learning to other tasks. [18] Nevertheless, some of the users felt uncomfortable with the guided exploration cards and missed having a real manual.

Because the differences between the original, commercial manual that Carroll was working with and the guided exploration cards or the minimal manual are so great, it is not clear which features of the minimal manual are ideal. A truly minimalist approach—with no previews or reviews, with no explanations or elaborations—may not be best in all situations. For example, Reder, Charney, and Morgan found that for users who are new to a system and do not have clear goals of their own, some elaboration of the text is more helpful than text with no elaboration. [19] In a recent study, Charney and Reder found that learners who were given a problem, told to try to solve it, and then shown a solution, learned best. [21]

The approach that we have taken at AIR in developing tutorials since 1984 slashes the verbiage as Carroll’s does, but also includes some instructional design elements that provide minimal previews and elaborations. To meet both learning needs and doing needs, we have found that the following guidelines work well in developing effective tutorials:

- We break the entire tutorial into short lessons (three to five pages) and allow the learner to stop working at the end of any lesson and to reenter the tutorial at any lesson (figure 3).
- We begin each lesson with a signpost section, a bulleted list of the tasks that the lesson covers (figure 4). This list provides a preview, but it can be scanned quickly—no sustained reading is required. Because it is a task list (not a description of the steps), users do not jump the gun to do the actions at this point. We find that this short list of tasks
We then use each item in the signpost list as a subheading to provide a framework for users to feel comfortable with the tutorial. Because these task-oriented headings also become the table of contents for the tutorial, learners can quickly find relevant sections if they want to skip around in the tutorial.

We are careful to provide a very brief motivation for an action before suggesting the action (figure 5). We try to use metaphors and examples that are meaningful to the learners.

Without the brief motivating statement that puts the recommended action into an appropriate context, users are just typing or pressing keys and not being actively involved. In their recent work, Carroll and his associates found that it is sometimes important to explain why users must do something and that analogies to the users' outside experiences are helpful.

We find that inviting learners to use their own examples if they want, but also providing one for learners who are not comfortable creating their own, meets the needs of different individuals (figure 6). In the same vein, inviting users to practice lets users decide whether to skip the practice or to spend time playing on their own.

We try to build from the simple to the complex. This means that the organization of a tutorial may well differ from the organization of the companion user's guide. For example, in the user's guide for a complex data base system, we cover creating a file before editing a file, but in the tutorial we supply a file for learners to edit before we have them create a new file.

In 1984, we used these guidelines (and others about good layout and clear writing) to develop a new tutorial for a small data base product to be used on a personal computer. The original tutorial consisted of a few, very long lessons with no previews or reviews, with no motivation for the steps that learners were told to take, and with a running example that was not meaningful to many users. In a comparison usability test of the original and new tutorials, learners completed the new tutorials more successfully and were happier with them. And more importantly, the learners who had the new tutorials were far more successful at transferring the learning to other tasks afterwards.

In other cases, our successful tutorials have not been so minimal. In very complex products where the user's guide is several hundred pages long, users may continue to refer to the tutorial summaries for quick reference card. For this very complex and function-rich product, many new users go back to the tutorial summaries for particular features.

You can experiment with finding cards by searching for words in other fields. For example, if you have forgotten Mr. Menard's first name, you can type *menard in the Agent's Name field and find his card.
prefer an index as their primary access to a manual—even to a tutorial.

Carroll’s Minimalist Training Model [18] is one of iterative development. The tutorial writers develop a minimal training manual, try it out with users, and revise it in as many cycles as is necessary. As Carroll says, only with iterative development and input from users can the writers know which errors users make and, therefore, what error recovery procedures to include. Only with iterative development can the writers know how much elaboration is needed for each task and what metaphors are meaningful to the audience. The iterative development, however, should not stop when the product is delivered. Almost all computer products go through many versions (releases), and we have found that the ways that users use tutorials over time in real settings sometimes differ from the expectations that we would have from watching users in the laboratory.

CONCLUSION

Sticht’s division of documents into reading to do and reading to learn has been very useful to researchers, educators, and writers. However, some documents don’t fit neatly into one or the other category, but are best seen as hybrids of the two. In particular, computer tutorials constitute a type of “reading to learn to do” that has elements of both reading to learn and reading to do.

Thinking about computer tutorials as “reading to learn to do” can help us appreciate the findings of recent research on tutorials. In particular, tutorials work best when users are invited to act rather than to read, when users are involved as active learners, when the tutorial focuses on tasks that are relevant to users.

The approaches described in the work of Carroll and his colleagues, of Charney and Reder, and of the Document Design Center are similar, but not exactly the same. Many interesting research questions remain. We do not know which features of these three approaches work best for which types of users and which types of computer programs. Tutorials are still a fascinating area for research on a document that combines aspects of reading to learn and reading to do.

NOTES AND REFERENCES

4. Note that Sticht and his colleagues were studying only nonfiction. Novels, stories, poetry, and plays are outside the domain that I am discussing in this paper.
7. This and all later figures are from manuals for Hewlett-Packard products that the Document Design Center at AIR helped to develop. The excerpts are used with permission of Hewlett-Packard.

To the man with an ear for verbal delicacies—the man who searches painfully for the perfect word, and puts the way of saying a thing above the thing said—there is in writing the constant joy of sudden discovery, of happy accident.

Henry L. Mencken